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Green Heart Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. The Herbal Apprentice Work Book, along with its accompanying book The
Herbal Apprentice: Plant Medicine and The Human Being, is written to support you in developing
confidence in offering plant medicine to your family, friends and clients. In this work book, the
traditional intuitive methods of using herbal medicine are explored alongside contemporary
analytical scientific understanding of plant medicine. By deepening your appreciation for both
intuitive and analytical understandings of herbal medicine, you will quickly develop your unique
methods of healing with plants. In this work book you will: Enhance both your intuitive and
analytical understanding of plant medicine. Learn a variety of practical medicine making
techniques. Gain a deeper appreciation for the human body in both health and illness. Enhance
your understanding of the healing nature of meditation and dreams. Each of the eleven lessons in
the workbook are broken down into the following sections: 1. Healer Heal Thyself 2. Meditation 3.
Reflections 4. Understanding body/mind 5. Creative Monographs 6. Enhanced Herbal Knowledge 7.
Medicine Making 8. Dreams Enjoy you time discovering your healing gifts and herbal medicine with
The Herbal...
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ReviewsReviews

A very amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and useful. Its been written in an exceedingly basic way and
it is simply right after i finished reading this publication in which basically changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Garett Stanton-- Garett Stanton

This publication could be worth a read through, and far better than other. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a worth reading through.
You may like just how the author compose this publication.
-- Dr. Kayley Kovacek PhD-- Dr. Kayley Kovacek PhD
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